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Please enjoy this monthly newsletter, written especially for our patients and
those whom you care about. If this month’s topic can benefit a friend or
family member, please feel free to pass it on so that others can experience
the same superior service that you have come to know!

They’re Your Feet ~ For Life!
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ugliest part of the human
anatomy, but let’s face it,
there’s a whole lot riding on
those two feet. So…if you
want them to take you
through your lifetime…
you’d better be sure to take
good care of them.

growth (no foot growth is

Maintenance” if you prefer.

normal). If you suspect

Here are some suggestions we

any type of problem, call

offer to keep your feet in good

the office to come in for

walking condition!


an examination.

Wash feet daily in warm
soapy water; always dry
thoroughly, especially in
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Never cut or file down the
sides of a nail as this can
cause infection if you break
the skin.
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Examine your feet for any
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with two of them – a right

It’s the same with your feet.

Dr. Dan Olson



If you’re lucky, you’re born



Practicing preventive foot
maintenance is one way to keep

minor foot problems from
becoming major foot problems.



Keep feet out of harm’s way
and protect them from
sharp objects, splinters, and
debris by wearing shoes or
sandals. Don’t walk
barefooted, even though it’s

Always wear properly fitted

tempting in the summer

around, day after day, year

shoes. Buy shoes in the

months!

after year. As long as you

later part of the day when

take care of them and come
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in to see us at the first sign

their largest size.

weight of your body to carry

of any pain or abnormality,
they should treat you well.
But let some “little” thing



Don’t take unnecessary risks by
self-doctoring. Come in to be
examined if you experience

Don’t wear the same shoes

pain or any type of injury.

every day; change shoes

We’re here to care for your

often.

feet!
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